Specifications tableSubject areaMagnetic resonance imaging physicsMore specific subject areaDiffusion magnetic resonance imagingType of dataDiffusion-weighted signalHow was data acquiredSpin-echo with echo-planar readout with free waveform diffusion encoding on clinical MRI hardwareData formatRaw anonymized data in DICOM and NIfTI formats with native and complementary metadataExperimental factorsSignal was diffusion-weighted with linear, planar and spherical b-tensor encoding in healthy human brain, oil, water and hexagonal phase liquid crystal at encoding strength up to 2 ms/μm^2^ for 10 to 46 rotations.Experimental featuresLinear and spherical encoding are matched with respect to the diffusion time spectrum along one direction. Encoding tensor shapes, strengths and rotations were distributed over time to minimize effects of drift.Data source locationBrigham and Women\'s Hospital, Boston, MA, USAData accessibilityMulti-format raw data with corresponding metadata is available at: <https://github.com/filip-szczepankiewicz/Szczepankiewicz_DIB_2019>**Value of the data**•The data facilities design and testing of analysis techniques that require tensor-valued (or multidimensional) diffusion encoding. This provides value since acquisition of such data currently relies on a custom pulse sequence that is not widely available.•The data includes repeated sampling of spherical b-tensors for analysis of noise characteristics.•A subset of the data is matched with respect to the diffusion time spectrum for analysis of models of diffusion time dependency.

1. Data {#sec1}
=======

This dataset contains diffusion weighted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data as well as fluid attenuated inversion recovery T~2~-weighted morphological images (T~2~-FLAIR) and can be found at <https://github.com/filip-szczepankiewicz/Szczepankiewicz_DIB_2019>. Experiments were performed in a healthy human brain in vivo, water, oil and hexagon phase liquid crystals ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1Signal versus b-value in brain and phantoms that contain HEX, oil or water. The circular markers are individual signal measurements (shifted along b to avoid overlap) and the crosses show the average signal for each combination of b-tensor shape and b-value in the ROIs (red outline in inset plots). The solid lines show the trend of the signal averaged over rotations of all b-tensors with a given b-value and shape, based on the q-space trajectory imaging representation [@bib12]. Note that the scales of the y-axes are different across objects to compensate for the varying levels of diffusivity.Fig. 1Fig. 2Signal averaged over rotations for four b-values (columns) and three b-tensor shapes (rows). The color scale is equal within each column but differs within each row. There is an appreciable difference in the spherical and linear encoding at high b-values, where the difference is caused primarily by the presence of anisotropic diffusion [@bib15], [@bib21].Fig. 2

Data was exported from the scanner in the native DICOM format and anonymized using DicomCleaner (<http://www.pixelmed.com/cleaner.html>, access date 2019-02-10). We removed subject identity, replaced all UIDs and hardware and institution ID. All tags described by Newhauser et al. [@bib1] were either removed or overwritten with anonymized variants. The vendor-specific private tags were unaltered. These contain information that is specific to the free waveform (FWF) sequence, such as waveform timing, gradient scaling and balance gradient parameters; necessary to reconstruct the experiment in detail. We also provide FWF-header tools that are capable of extracting this information, available at <https://github.com/filip-szczepankiewicz/fwf_header_tools>. DICOM images for each subject are stored in folders denoted 'DICOM_zip' in a compressed format (.zip).

Anonymized DICOM images were converted to 4D NIfTI files in a compressed format (.nii.gz), along with b-value (.bval) and encoding direction files (.bvec), using MRIcroGL (v1.0.20180623, <https://www.nitrc.org/projects/mricron>). These files are stored under folders denoted 'NII' along with corresponding meta data files (.json).

NIfTI images were also prepared to be compatible with the multidimensional diffusion MRI framework [@bib2] available at <https://github.com/markus-nilsson/md-dmri>. As such, the diffusion-weighted data from each subject or phantom was merged into a single 4D-volume and an appropriate experimental parameter structure (\_xps.mat) was constructed. These files are denoted 'FWF_MERGED' and are stored in folders denoted 'MD-dMRI'. In addition to the original in vivo data, we provide a set of data that was corrected for motion and eddy-currents by registering the images to an extrapolated reference [@bib3] using ElastiX [@bib4]. These files are denoted with a suffix '\_mc'.
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2. Experimental design, materials, and methods {#sec2}
==============================================

2.1. Hardware and imaging {#sec2.1}
-------------------------

Imaging was performed on a MAGNETOM 3T Prisma (Siemens Healthcare, Germany) which has a maximum gradient amplitude of 80 mT/m at a slew rate of 200 T/m/s (software version VE11C), and a 20-channel head-coil array. We used a custom pulse sequence based on the diffusion weighted spin-echo (a_ep2d_diff) to support free waveform encoding (FWF, version 1.12a) [@bib5]. Briefly, the FWF sequence replaces the trapezoidal diffusion encoding gradient pulses with waveforms that can be arbitrarily defined by the user ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 3The top row shows the gradient waveforms used for linear, planar and spherical b-tensor encoding; each waveform is scaled in amplitude to yield *b* = 2 ms/μm^2^. The durations of the pulses were identical for all encoding shapes, as shown in the top-left panel. Note that *g*~1~ is the same for both linear and spherical encoding. The bottom row shows the diffusion encoding directions (including antipodal points) of the symmetry axis (*g*~1~).Fig. 3

We used imaging parameters TR = 3.2 s, TE = 91 ms, FOV = 220 × 220 × 60 mm^3^, matrix = 92 × 92 × 25, resolution = 2.5 × 2.5 × 2.5 mm^3^, partial-Fourier = 7/8, bandwidth = 1940 Hz/pix, and echo spacing = 0.6 ms. We used interleaved slice excitation, strong fat saturation, in-plane acceleration iPAT = 2 with GRAPPA reconstruction and 30 reference lines. The imaging stack was transversal (axial) and centered on the corpus callosum. The phase encoding was done along the anterior-posterior direction.

A 2D T2-FLAIR was acquired for anatomical reference. Here, we used imaging parameters TR = 5.5 s, TE = 95 ms, FOV = 256 × 256 × 120 mm^3^, matrix = 256 × 256 × 50, resolution = 1.0 × 1.0 × 2.4 mm^3^, bandwidth = 222 Hz/Px, echo spacing = 8.7 ms, and inversion time 1.9 s. We used interleaved slice excitation, no fat saturation, in-plane acceleration iPAT = 2 with GRAPPA reconstruction and 47 reference lines.

2.2. Gradient waveform optimization {#sec2.2}
-----------------------------------

Asymmetric gradient waveforms for tensor-valued diffusion encoding were tailored to the hardware by using the optimization framework by Sjölund et al. [@bib6]. Each waveform was specified as a function of time in discrete steps for three orthogonal axes, denoted$$\mathbf{g}_{123}\left( t \right) = \left\lbrack {g_{1}\left( t \right)\ \ g_{2}\left( t \right)\ \ g_{3}\left( t \right)} \right\rbrack^{\text{T}}$$

Spherical and planar tensor encoding (STE and PTE) were optimized using the Euclidean norm, gradient amplitude limit 80 mT/m, slew rate limit 100 T/m/s, heating coefficient 0.9 and 77 temporal samples. The STE waveform was designed to have its longest diffusion time along *g*~1~ [@bib7]. The waveform used for linear tensor encoding (LTE) was defined as *g*~1~ from STE, making them perfectly matched with respect to the diffusion time spectrum along that direction [@bib7], [@bib8], [@bib9]. For all waveforms, the duration of the waveforms before and after the refocusing pulse was 35.67 ms and 30.85 ms separated by 8.02 ms ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Since the waveforms were designed to be asymmetric, they were Maxwell-compensated to alleviate effects of concomitant gradients, as described by Szczepankiewicz et al. [@bib10]. The waveforms are stated in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, and the framework for Maxwell-compensated waveform optimization is available at <https://github.com/jsjol/NOW>.

The waveform was resampled to match the gradient system raster time (10 μs) by linear interpolation. A balance gradient was used to correct for small timing and interpolation errors so that the zeroth moment of the final gradient waveform was zero [@bib10], [@bib11].

2.3. Sampling scheme {#sec2.3}
--------------------

The signal was sampled at diffusion encoding strengths *b* = \[.1, .7, 1.4, 2\] ms/μm^2^. Spherical encoding was performed in 10 rotations for each b-value, and all measurements were repeated five times. Linear and planar encoding was performed in 10, 10, 16, 46 rotations for the same four b-values, respectively. The direction sets were derived from platonic solids (atoms of 6, 10 and 30 directions) so that multiple atoms could be combined with optimal directional coverage of the sphere with no colinear measurements within each shell [@bib12]. [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the sampling scheme for each shell and shape and all direction sets are defined in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}. We also included 13 images without diffusion encoding (*b* = 0).

Each direction vector ($\mathbf{u} = \left\lbrack {u_{1}\ \ u_{2}\ \ u_{3}} \right\rbrack^{\text{T}},\ \left| \mathbf{u} \right| = 1$) defines the target direction of the first axis of the gradient waveform ($g_{1}$). The rotated gradient waveform is therefore defined as$$\mathbf{g}_{\text{xyz}}\left( t \right) = \left\lbrack {g_{\text{x}}\left( t \right)\ \ g_{\text{y}}\left( t \right)\ \ g_{\text{z}}\left( t \right)} \right\rbrack^{\text{T}} = \mathbf{R}\mathbf{g}_{123}\left( t \right)$$where$$\mathbf{R} = \begin{bmatrix}
u_{1} & {{- u_{2}\left( {1 - u_{1}^{2}} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}}/\left( {u_{2}^{2} + u_{3}^{2}} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}} & {{- u_{3}\left( {1 - u_{1}^{2}} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}}/\left( {u_{2}^{2} + u_{3}^{2}} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}} \\
{{u_{2}\left( {1 - u_{1}^{2}} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}}/\left( {u_{2}^{2} + u_{3}^{2}} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}} & {{u_{1} - u_{3}^{2}\left( {u_{1} - 1} \right)}/\left( {u_{2}^{2} + u_{3}^{2}} \right)} & {{u_{2}u_{3}\left( {u_{1} - 1} \right)}/\left( {u_{2}^{2} + u_{3}^{2}} \right)} \\
{{u_{3}\left( {1 - u_{1}^{2}} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}}/\left( {u_{2}^{2} + u_{3}^{2}} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}} & {{u_{2}u_{3}\left( {u_{1} - 1} \right)}/\left( {u_{2}^{2} + u_{3}^{2}} \right)} & {{u_{1} - u_{2}^{2}\left( {u_{1} - 1} \right)}/\left( {u_{2}^{2} + u_{3}^{2}} \right)} \\
\end{bmatrix}$$

Note that the waveform amplitude is always scaled such that it yields the requested b-value, and that the timing or duration of the waveforms was never changed.

In total, the signal was sampled 377 times per voxel for a total scan time of approximately 23 min. The design matrix is such that it supports inversion of the q-space trajectory imaging representation (QTI) [@bib12], and all techniques that require equal, or lower, measurement rank, for example diffusional variance decomposition (DIVIDE and CODIVIDE) [@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib15], diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) [@bib16] and diffusion kurtosis imaging (DKI) [@bib17].

The order of acquisition was permuted so that energy consumption and heating [@bib18], as well as potential system drift, was alleviated [@bib19]; the order of b-values and directions was randomly permuted for each shape. [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} shows the acquisition order, and an exact description of the shapes, b-values and directions is available in the metadata.

2.4. Subject and phantoms {#sec2.4}
-------------------------

In vivo experiments were performed in a single healthy brain (age 53 y, male). The study was approved by the local ethics committee and written consent was given before the study. Identical experiments were also performed in a liquid crystal phantom. The crystals are in a reverse hexagonal phase (HEX), which creates nanometer-scale tubes in which water diffusion is effectively one-dimensional [@bib20]. The liquid crystals therefore exhibit a high microscopic diffusion anisotropy and variable macroscopic diffusion anisotropy due to variable orientation coherence on the voxel scale. Furthermore, the linear and spherical encoding was performed in water and oil.

As a brief overview, [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows examples of the signal vs b-value in brain, HEX, water and oil, and [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the signal averaged over direction in an axial slice through the brain for all included b-tensor shapes and b-values.
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